Blau SS Brake Pads feature the following benefits:

- Total Quality, Manufactured in Europe (ECE-R-90 Approved)

  01. Metal shim backing plate - reduces the vibrations and noise, prevents squeeling
  02. High temp powder coating - making the view through your alloy wheels pleasant for a long time
  03. O.E. specification backing plate - prevents brake pad warping during high temperature operation
  04. Patented NRS Mechanical Retention System - assures a perfect bonding between the friction material and the backing plate
  05. Proprietary adhesive - ensures NRS plate and the friction material is secured under all conditions
  06. Proprietary under layer material - absorbs heat, and transfers it away from the friction material resulting in less brake fade during aggressive driving conditions
  07. Chamfering - eliminates judder and improves the proper bedding of the brake pad into the brake rotor face
  08. Twaron® based composite premix - provides the foundation for friction material, improves the bonding of the friction material to the backing plate
  09. Proprietary composite friction material - produced with “positive warm molding technology” providing excellent bite and brake pedal control with no fade and low dust
  10. Scorching - thermal treatment of the friction surface at 600° C creates an instant “break in” period when installed. It also produces a brake pad that resists “brake fade” in extreme conditions

100% Non - Asbestos and Heavy Metal Free

If you want to really STOP... THINK BLAUPARTS® Performance Street Brake Pads